
Solid literacy skills and core math concepts 
are key first steps toward academic success. 
Pathblazer learning acceleration software gives 
teachers the tools they need to move struggling 
Kindergarten through 8th grade learners up to 
grade-level proficiency in math or ELA/reading. 
Pathblazer builds confidence by starting students 
at their highest proficiency level and guiding their 
acceleration forward. The software prescribes an 
individualized learning path with fun, motivating 
content while filling in skill and concept gaps. 
Plus, our curriculum is Common Core and state 
standards-aligned, so you’ll know that your students 
aren’t just catching up—they’re hitting the mark.

FEATURES
■   Adaptive screener to determine each student’s highest functional performance level 
■   Automatically assigned diagnostic assessments to pinpoint skill and concept gaps 
■   Automatically generated individualized learning plans
■   Accommodates students working from two levels below to one year beyond grade level 
■   Highly engaging video, animation, audio, graphics, and tools
■ Explicit instruction, supported and independent practice featuring non-repetitive  
    re-teaching, and built-in assessment 
■   Reporting functions to generate actionable data, freeing teachers to help students
■    Full integration with NWEA™ MAP®, Scantron Performance Series®, and Renaissance 

Learning® STAR® assessments
■ Targeted assignments for partner educators using SBAC Interim Assessment Blocks
■   Anytime, anyplace web access via desktop, laptop, or mobile device

Pathblazer® by Compass Learning®: 
Purpose-built to bring students up to grade-level proficiency

Now 
includes  

K-2 content!

Reading and Math Intervention  
for Elementary and Middle Grades



ELEMENTARY 
Grades  

K—6

MIDDLE 
SCHOOL 
Grades  

6—8

■   Annual Site Subscription Licenses (SSL) provide an annual license and access to the 
content for all students and teachers at a particular site. SSL accounts are hosted 
by Compass Learning. Hosting, support, and version updates and upgrades are 
included in the annual SSL fee.

■   Annual Single User Subscription Licenses (SUS) provide an annual license and 
access to the content for a quantified number of student users. Hosting, support, 
and version updates and upgrades are included in the annual SUS fee.

■  Unlimited User Liscenses (UUL) provide a perpetual ownership license and unlimited 
access to the content for all students and teachers at a particular site. UUL 
accounts can be hosted on district servers or hosted by Compass Learning. A small 
annual support fee provides hosting, access to helpline and all product support 
resources, and any version updates and upgrades released during the active support 
period.

■ Fast Start implementation training is included with SELECT software purchases.

* Accommodates students working as much as two levels below grade level, and can accelerate students 
beyond grade level

Explicit Instruction Independent Practice

Supported Practice Assessments

Instructional design for both Math & Reading/ELA Intervention*
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